Living
in
Two Worlds

by Bob Armstrong and Marge Hermans
from Southeast Alaska's Natural World

Southeast Alaska has few,
if any, legends of mystical dragons.

temperatures) the larvae mature. They climb
out of the water, clinging tightly to vegetaBut we do have dragonflies. Each summer, tion or some other convenient surface. No
especially in July and August, we see them longer creatures of water, they take in gulps
darting and swooping across meadows and of air, building up pressure that splits their
ponds—masters of the air for the few brief larval skin. Head first they crawl out. Their
wings expand as they are pumped full of
weeks of their adult lives.
blood. And their new exoskeletons gradually
But dragonflies come from the water.
harden. Soon they take to the air, where they
From eggs laid in or very near to water,
will spend days or weeks feeding before they
they hatch into larvae, and they spend the
are ready to mate.
first years of their lives underwater in shalAdult dragonflies are superb predators.
low ponds and lakes. They breathe through
gills. They feed on aquatic insects, tadpoles, They may capture and eat as many as 300
crustaceans, and small fish. And we hardly aphids, mosquitoes, and other insects in a
day. It’s no wonder they are so successful.
see them at all.
With four large wings, each able to move
After one to four years (or longer, deindependently, they can hover, swerve, stop,
pending on the species and surrounding
fly backwards, and reach speeds of up to 60
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When they reach
maturity, dragonfly
larvae crawl out of
the water and change
into their adult form.

(Above) This fourspotted skimmer
recently emerged from
its larval skin. At
this stage the dragonfly
is very vulnerable. Its
wings are delicate and
it cannot fly.
(Top right) This
American emerald
shows the metallic green
eyes characteristic of its
family.
(Lower right) This
Hudsonian whiteface
is one of the most
common small
dragonflies in Southeast
Alaska.
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miles an hour. In flight they can open their
long, spiny legs, forming a kind of basket
in which to capture insects and hold them.
They may perch to feed, or eat their prey
while still airborne.
Dragonflies have large, compound eyes
that take up about two-thirds of their heads.
With some 30,000 facets on each eye, the
insect can see in many different directions.
Sidney Dunkle notes in his fascinating
book Dragonflies Through Binoculars that:
Dragonflies can see all the colors we can
see, plus ultraviolet light and polarized
light, and can detect the flickering of light
at twice the rate we can . . . Presumably,
they use these abilities to see ultraviolet
color patterns invisible to us, navigate by
the pattern of polarized light in the sky,
and see the pattern on fast-beating wings.

To learn more about dragonflies we
interviewed John Hudson, a biologist in Juneau who studies and collects dragonflies.
Hudson has been studying dragonflies
since 1995. “My dad is an entomologist,” he
said. “I got started with my first insect collection when I was six. I’ve always enjoyed
collecting insects. Now I’m documenting
what species of dragonflies are found in
Alaska.”
“Our weather is not conducive to dragonflies,” Hudson told us. “Down South
most dragonflies don’t even fly if the sun’s
not out. Here in Southeast if they hunted
only in sunshine they’d starve to death.”
Hudson said 18 species of dragonflies occur in Southeast Alaska. They include a
number of darners, the largest and most
conspicuous dragonflies. Some darners,

like the lake darner, can be more than three
inches long. The long, slender abdomens
characteristic of darners earned them the
nickname “devil’s darning needle” because
it was believed they sewed shut the lips of
naughty children as they slept.
Darners are especially fun to watch. We
recall watching one group of them gliding
back and forth across a beach meadow, darting up and down, forward and back, as they
captured small insects on the wing. Female
darners insert their eggs into plant stems
with the aid of special serrated appendages
they use to saw holes in sedges, then lay their
eggs in them, above or below the water.
Some other dragonflies you’ll see in
Southeast are skimmers, relatively small
dragonflies that may have colorful markings like the Hudsonian whiteface or the
crimson-ringed whiteface. Female skimmers
typically dab their abdomens in the water to
deposit their eggs, while their mates hover
and guard them from other males. In some
species males lead the females around while

When a dragonfly
larva transforms
into an adult, its
old exoskeleton is
left behind. These
discarded “shells” can
help identify the species
of dragonflies found in
an area.

John Hudson points
out features of a
sedge darner he has
captured.
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(Above) Damselflies,
generally smaller
and more delicate
than dragonflies,
are classified as a
suborder (Zygoptera)
of dragonflies (Odonata, or “the toothed
ones”). Damselflies
at rest usually hold
their wings together
over their backs rather
than outspread as
dragonflies do. These
northern bluets are
mating in the “wheel
position” that is typical
of both dragonflies and
damselflies.
(Above right) Subarctic darners, nearly
three inches long, may
feed on meadow-hawks,
which are about half
their size.
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they lay their eggs, or lower the female into
the water.
Hudson said emeralds, of which we
have several species in Southeast, are his
favorites. “Emeralds are not that common,”
he said. “They breed in bogs and fens and
come out for only short periods during the
day. But the color! They exude a green wax,
and have metallic green bodies and eyes.
These insects are rare and exciting—like
finding gold.”
Not until Hudson showed us some of
the dragonflies he has collected did we realize how much dragonflies can vary in size,
color, and stoutness. Hudson showed us
how many of them have remarkable color
patches and patterns on their bodies—characteristics that can be used to identify their
species. Intricate patterns in their wings can
also be useful in identifying species.
Hudson has sent a number of specimens to Dennis Paulson at the University
of Puget Sound, who published a Field Key
to Adult Alaska Dragonflies. Two were new

records, species not previously reported in
Southeast Alaska. One was a crimson-ringed
whiteface, a skimmer that Hudson found on
South Prince of Wales Island in 1997. The
other was a Whitehouse’s emerald found in
a bog near Juneau in 2003.
But collecting and identifying species is
only part of the story, Hudson said. We also
need to understand the role of dragonflies in
the food web. “Dragonflies are fierce predators in both the nymph and the adult stage,”
he said. “But they are also prey. The larvae
are eaten by fish. The adults are eaten by
birds such as kingfishers, kestrels, northern
shrikes, and small hawks.”
Smaller species may even be eaten by
the tiny carnivorous sundew plants found
in Southeast muskegs, he said.
“While strolling through muskegs in
search of dragons, I’ve often heard the rapid
wingbeats of black meadowhawks coming
from the ground,” Hudson told us. “Looking down one can find the little dragonflies
fighting to lift themselves from the sticky

hairs of the plant. They will probably be the
only meal a sundew needs for a year.”
Hudson said identifying species is important for other reasons as well. “Dragonflies
can be very susceptible to environmental
change,” he said. “If water quality deteriorates, the abundance of their prey would
be affected. . . . If climate change becomes
an important factor in insect distribution,
knowing where species occur now can help
us understand what is happening.

“Adult dragonflies can be found anywhere, regardless of whether there’s water,”
Hudson added. “They can catch mosquitoes and other prey just about anywhere.
But when they’re ready to mate, they have
to meet up again near water to lay their
eggs.”
And that’s where most of us see them—
colorful reminders that, for some animals
the worlds of air and water are not so far
apart after all.

Alaska’s
State
Insect

The four-spotted skimmer (Libellula
quadrimaculata) is Alaska’s State Insect. It
was selected in a contest among school
children throughout Alaska, and it beat
out the bumblebee, the mourning cloak
butterfly, and—yes—the mosquito. The
Alaska State Legislature made the title
official on August 24, 1995.
The four-spotted skimmer is found in
most parts of Alaska, including Southeast
and the Interior as far north as Fairbanks.
Nearly two inches long, it is gray-brown
and hairy, with (actually six) black spots,
two at the base of the rear wings and four
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at nodes on all four wings.
John Hudson, who studies dragonflies
in Southeast Alaska told us,“Four-spotted
skimmers are the only species I know of
that you can hold in your hand and feed.”
He recalls capturing some of the fast-fliers
near Dredge Lake in Juneau.“ I held some
small black flies in front of them,” he said,
“and they would reduce those flies to
nothing.”
Hmm. . . m . . efficiency. Isn’t that an
Alaskan characteristic?

Predators in the Ponds

1) The dragonfly larvae found
in many Southeast lakes and ponds
often attack prey much larger than
themselves. The larva to the left
(about one and a half inches long)
is stalking a small three-spined
stickleback.

2) (Right) The larva has now
attacked the stickleback. It shot a
jet of water out its back end to push
itself forward, and simultaneously
snapped out its large lower lip, which
ends with a pair of sharp pincers but
folds up under the larva’s chin when
not in use. The stickleback managed
to dodge the attack and escape.

3) The larva to the left (a
different one) was more successful.
It has captured and is feeding on a
stickleback.
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WhenPredatorsBecome
Prey
(Left) An adult spreadwing is providing
food for a predatory water strider. Holding
the dragonfly with its two short front legs,
the water strider will jab the insect with four
needle-like mouth parts, injecting salivary
fluid that will dissolve the dragonfly’s insides.
The strider will then suck them out, leaving
the exterior skeleton behind.

(Right) An adult
Hudsonian whiteface
has been caught in
a spider web and
wrapped in silk to
be consumed at the
spider’s convenience.

(Right) This Hudsonian whiteface, about
1.2 inches long, is caught in the sticky
fluid exuded by glandular stalks on the
leaves of round-leaved sundew plants.
Normally sundews capture small flies such
as mosquitoes, midges, and gnats, but the
dragonfly will make a much larger meal.
Soon the plants’ sticky stalks will bend
inward, carrying parts of the dragonfly
toward the centers of the leaves, which will
exude digestive enzymes. Nitrogen and other
nutrients extracted from the dragonfly will
help the sundews survive in the nutrientpoor soil of an alpine bog.
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